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Summary
The notion of human sexual preferences relates to relatively stable patterns of sexual
response and to directing sexual behaviors toward specific arousing stimuli, which are also
important for sexual satisfaction. The preferences may pertain to the properties of the object
or the sexual activity itself. Diagnosing sexual preferences, in its basic form, is conducted with
the use of disorder criteria defined in diagnostic classifications (ICD-10, DSM-5). However,
while employing these criteria enables the categorization of the patient’s sexual preferences
as normal or pathological, they seem clearly insufficient for describing complex sexual
interest patterns in a comprehensive manner. The goal of this article is to present a detailed
dimensional model for describing sexual preferences. This proposal assumes the description
of two aspects of preference: a contentual aspect, defining the individual hierarchy of sexually attractive and aversive stimuli, and a formal aspect. The latter involves four dimensions:
the diversity of stimuli falling within the pattern of the patient’s sexual interest, preference
changeability in time, the coherence between individual components of responding to sexual
stimuli, and insight into one’s own preferences. The proposed model supplements the basic
description of sexual preferences conducted on the basis of diagnostic criteria. The model
can be a tool useful for diagnostic practice, particularly in precise characterization of various
difficulties experienced by patients in relation to the properties of their sexual interests. It can
also inspire new research on features of human sexual response patterns which have been
neglected in previous analyses.
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Introduction
Relatively stable patterns of sexual response and directing sexual behavior toward
specific arousing stimuli are described using the term sexual preferences [1]1. These
1

There is an ongoing debate in the literature on the usefulness of various terms in describing the topic at hand.
It pertains to the accuracy of the term ‛sexual preference’ as such, as well as other terms, such as ‛sexual
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preferences may pertain to the properties of the object2 or the sexual activity itself,
determining sexual arousal and satisfaction [2–4]. Sexual preferences are reflected in
the contents of sexual fantasies, the history of sexual behavior, the subject’s assessment
of sexual attractiveness and the intensity of physiological response to various people,
situations, and forms of realization [5]. Sexual preference is an important element of
analyses concerning normative human sexuality, as they determine sexual choices of
partners and behaviors, and influence person’s well-being and the quality of intimate
relations. It is also the object of analysis regarding sexual pathologies, e.g., deviant
and/or criminal behaviors [4, 6, 7].
Clinicians analyze the issue of their patients’ sexual preferences primarily in the
context of their suffering and impairment of adaptation. Although using the category
of disorder for chosen patterns of sexual interests is controversial [8–11], the clinical
perspective in these analyses is important for both scientific and practical reasons.
It focuses attention on individual and social consequences of particular forms of individual’s sexual interests. If the preferred sexual behavior is not socially accepted and
a patient wants to comply with social norms, their deviant preference may be a source
of internal conflict, resulting either in sexual frustration when the patient refrains from
satisfying their urges or in shame, guilt and anxiety when they follow them. Moreover,
atypical sexual interests may also result in adaptive difficulties, e.g., limiting the person’s ability to participate in preferred erotic situations. They can also influence their
non-sexual relationships: family, social and professional ones [11, 13]. This define
which sexual interest patterns may become a clinical problem.
Diagnosing sexual preferences involves, in its basic form, assessment using criteria for disorders (cf. ICD-10, DSM 5). These criteria include: the unusualness of
the content of sexual urges, pattern stability in time (more than 6 months), exhibiting
behaviors in accordance with atypical urges, experiencing distress or impairment of
social functioning in connection with the preferences. Although employing these criteria
allows one to categorize the patient’s sexual preferences as normal or pathological, they
seem insufficient for describing the complexity of individual sexual interest patterns
in a comprehensive manner, useful for clinical purposes. These patterns, as well as
the resulting problems, are multi-faceted. Some problems of patients can be clearly
classified as disorder of sexual preference. However, there are also examples of sexual
interests patterns which result in suffering or social adjustment problems and which
do not fulfill the acknowledged criteria of disorder.

2

variants’, ‛sexual orientation’, and ‛sexual identity’. The discussion raises the issues of connotations attached to
these terms with regard to the causes of specific arousal patterns (biological determinants or social learning) and
subjective control over them (determinism or freedom of choice) [2, 12]. These questions, though important,
will not be discussed here as they fall outside the main scope of this work. For the sake of clarity, the present
analysis will consistently use the term sexual preferences as defined in the introduction.
The term ‛object’ in this context pertains to persons or (in non-normative variants) items within the scope of
sexual interest.
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One of such examples is the pattern characterized by preference for conventional
forms of sexual behaviors, while deviant behaviors are also arousing. Such situation
is met in some sex offenders who, e.g., engage in contacts with children – sexually
immature objects despite (next to?) a predominantly teleophilic arousal pattern [14].
Similar is the pattern of sexual arousing in patients who engage in sexual behaviors
without the need for any additional requirements to be fulfilled (related to features of
partner, situation or form of sexual behavior) [15, 16]. A sexual interest pattern which
include stimuli activating conflict reactions, arousal and aversion, is another example
of such problematic preference pattern. It can be met in some sexually traumatized
patients who experience the associated stimuli as aversive as well as having the power
to sexually excite them [17–21]. Finally, a problem for clinical diagnosis can be raised
by patients’ sexual preference which have typical and conventional content, but so
precise and narrow that do not allow any (also adaptive) departure. Such a narrow
preference impede adjustment to changing circumstances of sexual life in long-term
relationships, when appearance or functioning of a partner change, e.g., with their age.
The goal of this article is to propose a model for expanding description of sexual preferences. It has been based on conclusions drawn in the literature, in partial
analyses of the topic. The proposal is an attempt to arrange them into a coherent construct. The model has been prepared to enable the depiction of diversity of patients’
sexual interests and various problems related to particular features of these patterns.
The model allows to describe those problems which fulfill the criteria of disorders of
sexual preference (paraphilic disorders) as well as more diagnostically vague ones,
as those illustrated above.
Sexual preferences – conceptualization of the notion
Sexual preferences can be analyzed with regard to their two aspects: contentual and
formal. The contentual aspect describes the properties of sexually arousing stimuli, i.e.,
what objects or what situations are sexually exciting for the patient. The formal aspect
describes the degree of stimulus variety within the pattern (how many different stimuli
are arousing), the pattern’s changeability in time, the coherence between the components
of sexual response to the stimuli (assessment of attractiveness as well as physiological
and behavioral response), and the patient’s insight into their own preferences.
Contentual aspect of sexual preferences
The contentual aspect of sexual preferences is constituted by the character of the
stimuli that the person finds arousing (who or what is arousing and in which circumstances). In literature, this content is most often described categorially3. Notwith3

Catalogues of various sexual preferences and their proposed classifications can be found in the works of
K. Imieliński [3, 4], Z. Lew-Starowicz [25–26], and others. Such a description is also offered by diagnostic
classifications.
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standing, there are indications that it is useful to describe preference content using the
dimension of the strength of the stimulus’s erotic influence – its sexual attractiveness
[22]. Furthermore, considering that many people respond with sexual arousal to various
stimuli, some more attractive than others, it is warranted to describe the hierarchy of
stimulus attractiveness within the patient’s interest pattern [1, 22–24].
It is worthwhile to supplement the description of this hierarchy with a description
of stimuli that are sexually aversive, repulsive4. The arguments for this solution come
from two sources. The first is the analyses of more general models of human sexual
response, in which the response is subject to the mechanisms of excitement and inhibition [27–29] or attractiveness and aversion [14, 30]. The second group of arguments
comes from detailed studies on the sexual aversiveness of stimuli, e.g., sexual aversion
to family members [31–34] or the aversiveness of stimuli associated with the experience of sexual trauma [17–21]. The results of these studies indicate that both sexual
reluctance and attractiveness can be described in analogous terms: aversion can pertain
to various properties of people, situations and sexual behavior (who or what causes
sexual aversion and in which circumstances); the strength of aversive influence varies
among stimuli, which allows for their hierarchization.
Empirical analyses of aversion and attraction evoked by sexual stimuli are
usually conducted separately. When conducted jointly, they focus on one of these
parameters, and aversiveness of a given stimulus is treated a priori as an indication of
its lack of attractiveness [23, 35–36]. The proposed assumption, namely, that sexual
attractiveness and aversiveness of stimuli are two dimensions that can be associated
in a variety of ways, enables to go beyond simplified definitions of preference that
points at only ‛ideal’ models of sexual partners or situations. It provides an opportunity to also describe the degree of any departures from this ideal model (to what
extent the stimuli can depart from the preference while still being sufficient for
sexual arousal) as well as situations in which sexual response is absent or inhibited
(aversion dimension). This approach facilitates more comprehensive descriptions
of patients’ preferences which include stimuli experienced in conflict manner (the
problem can be then described as an effect of overlap of arousing and aversive
influence of a particular sexual stimuli) or preference of patients who are able to
engage in sexual contacts in not-preferred circumstances (the problem results from
lack of aversiveness of stimuli).

4

Sexual aversion is considered a sexual disorder, but in a different sense, i.e., as a problem of reluctance or
anxiety with regard to engaging in sexual activity as such (cf. ICD-10, DSM 5). In this understanding, the
main object of analysis is the individual’s inability to engage in sexual relations according to their wishes
due to this reluctance (sexual dysfunction). The character of sexual situations evoking aversive responses in
the patient is secondary in this context.
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Formal aspect of sexual preferences
Stimulus variety within the sexual interest pattern
Data from population [1, 13] and clinical [22, 37, 38] samples indicate that people
react with sexual arousal to various types of stimuli. This justifies the inclusion of
the extent of this internal diversity in descriptions of sexual interest patterns. Patient
preferences can then be placed on a spectrum ranging from narrow range of sexual
interests (exclusiveness of particular stimuli) to extensive diversity. Moreover, the
extent to which the interests are specified can range from precise definitions of stimuli
required for sexual arousal to undifferentiation (no preference for any stimuli, lack
of erotic differentiation5). This degree of stimulus variety in the structure of sexual
preferences is associated with the person’s configuration of sexually attractive and
aversive stimuli.
Arguments for considering this dimension of preference stem from studies on
intergender differences with regard to sexual attractiveness patterns, which indicate
that preferences concerning the gender and appearance of sexual partners are more
strictly defined among men [2, 10, 41, 42]. However, the dimension, generally defined, allow to describe preferences of patients and their problems regardless of the
content of preference. For example, the problem of exclusiveness of preference may
apply to deviant sexual objects (as items) as well as to normative objects (features of
appearance of sexual partners).
Changeability of sexual preferences
Changeability is a dimension that enables the description of the patient’s sexual
interests over time. Its inclusion is warranted by two types of issues observed in patients: the problem of excessive preference rigidity, which limits the ability to adapt
to changing conditions of sexual realization in a stable relationship, and the problem
of excessive habituation and need for novelty-seeking to achieve optimal arousal [2].
Analysis of individual preference changeability is further supported by the results of
studies on so-called erotic plasticity [43–45]. Although currently these studies focus
primarily on explaining intergender differences, it may be worthwhile to include this
aspect in analyses of individual differences among patients as it can help explaining
sexual difficulties in relationships, e.g., loss of interest in a partner whose functioning changes with age, and for estimating the possibility of changing the problematic
arousal pattern during therapy.
5

The problem of the lack of differentiation between sexual situations may be concomitant with hypersexuality
[37, 39]. In this context, separate diagnosis is required for the presented problems of differentiating objects
and situations (which of them constitute sexual stimuli for the patient, what are their arousing or aversive
values) and for problems of sex drive intensity. The latter group may also include problems patients have with
differentiating their own internal states, e.g., sexual arousal and stress [40]. However, this group of difficulties
does not pertain directly to sexual preference.
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Coherence of sexual response components
Sexual arousal response to an attractive stimulus consists of: cognitive assessment
of stimulus (acknowledging the stimulus as sexual and assessing its arousing value),
autonomic response (specific – genital response and non-specific physiological arousal)
and behavioral response (readiness to engage in sexual activity) [30]. These individual
components interact with each other. The interactions enable sexual response harmonization, e.g., when a patient, feeling his/her genital response, considers it an effect of
attraction to a person nearby. The components may also remain disparate, as attested
by the results of many studies on differences between patient descriptions of their
sexual arousal and the actual degree of their genital response [46]. Therefore, when
describing a patient’s sexual preference, it is worthwhile to consider the individual
components of their response and the relations between them. This solution is more
justified than making a priori assumptions concerning the primacy of a given component
(e.g., considering genital response as an indication of the patient’s ‛real’ preferences)
or automatic coherence between the components. Describing this aspect of preference
may be helpful in explaining the specifics of patient experience, e.g., lowered sexual
satisfaction when the response to stimuli is incoherent, or the problems related to
sexual self-identification when disharmony within the patient’s sexual response results
in confusion concerning their own desires and experiences (who or what is sexually
exciting for me).
Awareness of sexual preferences
The final aspect of the proposed model is the patient’s awareness regarding their
own preferences. A significant portion of the process of sexual arousal occurs automatically; only the later stages are subject to insight and conscious control. Awareness
of one’s own sexual arousal emerges from several components of sexual response:
self-observation of focusing one’s attention on specific stimuli, the evaluation of their
meanings (in sexual categories) and the identification of one’s own physiological
reactions. These pathways of preference realization are mediated by various cortical
and subcortical structures of the brain [16, 30, 47, 48]. Therefore, it should be assumed
that individuals can vary in degrees of insight into their own arousal pattern and the
pathways through which this insight is obtained. This pertains to both situations of
coherent sexual experience (harmonized among its components) and partial experiences expressed by only one response component, e.g., cognitive evaluation or bodily
response [15, 30]. Recognizing own sexual preferences is an important element in the
formation of the patient’s sexual identity [2] as well as making decisions on sexual
behaviors in particular forms.
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Diversity of clinical problems associated with sexual preferences
The proposed model of detailed description of sexual preferences by using contentual and formal dimensions presented in this article may form a basis for classifying the varied clinical problems associated with features of sexual interest patterns
presented by patients (Table 1). As it was mentioned, some of these problems are
defined within the category of disorder of sexual preference (paraphilic disorder),
the other, although do not fulfill criteria of this disorder, result in patients’ problems
which fall within the area of clinical practice. It is noteworthy that these problems
may overlap with other types of sexual disorders: dysfunctions and sexual identity
disorders. Such situations require to consider each time the significance of the particular aspects of the patient’s disorder (the core, secondary or associated problems)
and their role in the etiopathological mechanism of the disorder (how the various
difficulties influence each other). Nevertheless, considering the particular features
of patients’ sexual preference can help to precise the essence of their problem, also
when it is a complex one.
Table 1. Classification of problems associated with sexual preferences
Aspect of sexual
preferences

Problems associated with sexual
preferences

Associations with other types of sexual
disorders

Content of sexual
preferences

• atypical pattern of arousing and
aversive stimuli
• overlap of arousing and aversive
values of sexual stimuli

• disorders of sexual preferences,
paraphilias
• sexual desire, arousal, and orgasmic
dysfunctions (associated with stimulus
aversiveness)

• narrowness of the arousing
stimulus pattern (exclusiveness)
• sexual undifferentiation (no
pattern of preferences or
aversions)

• sexual desire, arousal, and orgasmic
dysfunctions (in situations in which the
preferred erotic situations cannot be
realized)
• hypersexuality

Changeability of the
preference pattern

• rigidity of the sexual preference
pattern impeding adaptation to
changes in intimate relationships
• excessive changeability of
preference impeding the
formation of a stable relationship

• sexual desire, arousal, and orgasmic
dysfunctions (experienced primarily in
the context of a partner relationship)

Coherence
of sexual response
components

• no correspondence between the
components of sexual response
to sexual stimuli (e.g., a pattern
of autonomic arousal
in response to stimuli considered
non-sexual or sexually aversive)

• sexual arousal dysfunctions (lack of
some sexual response components
or inhibition activated by one of the
response components)
• psychosexual development disorders
(associated with sexual identity) –
confusion about one’s own sexual
experiences

Degree of stimulus
variety within the
preference pattern

table continued on the next page
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• no awareness of one’s sexual
preferences
• partial awareness of sexual
preferences (regarding selected
arousing/aversive stimuli or
selected components of sexual
response)
• suffering and lack of selfacceptance associated with the
identified sexual preference

• sexual desire and arousal disorders
(no consciously expected sexual
response to situations considered
preferable by the patient)
• impulsive, egodystonic sexual behaviors
in situations of reduced control
(no awareness of their attractiveness)
• psychosexual development
disorders (related to sexual identity)
– experiencing preferences as
egodystonic

Conclusions
Human sexual preferences and the associated problems appear are the subject of
interest for a wide range of scientific analyzes. So far, the analyzes have primarily
concerned diversity of preferred sexual stimuli and situations (normative and deviant
ones), the frequency of occurrence of specific preferences in general and clinical
populations, and the methods for their identification. The rich empirical data gathered so far allow to compare various groups and to describe sexual stimuli central for
particular preferences.
However, beside the above-mentioned issues, the significance of individual, unique
features of patterns in which patients get sexually aroused is also a basic area of analysis
in clinical practice. The construct of sexual preference, if it is to be useful for clinical
practice, has to enable to classify dominant urges of the person and to compare his/
her to reference group, as well as to describe his/her idiosyncrasy.
It seems that the previous analyses of sexual preferences have insufficiently
explored such aspects as, e.g., diversity within patients’ patterns of sexual interests.
The following issues also need more attention: relations between the attractiveness
and aversiveness of sexual stimuli, the stability and changeability of arousing patterns,
the scope of incoherence between components of sexual response to stimuli, and,
finally – the awareness and ability to control one’s own interest pattern. I hope, that
the proposed model of expanding the description of sexual preferences will become
a useful tool for diagnostic practice in favor of patients who report diverse problems
determined by the characteristics of their sexual preference. Perhaps, the presented
model will also inspire new, creative research questions on this complex topic.
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